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Introduction
Classical Plate Theory (CPT) is the simplest plate theory that gives good results for bending analysis of thin plates, but it does not take transverse shear deformation e ects into account. The e ect of shear deformation is important in bending analysis of thick plates and also for thin plates vibrating at higher modes; thus, numerous researchers have attempted to re ne the CPT. Reissner proposed First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT) based on stress approach [1] and another form of FSDT was proposed by Mindlin [2] based on displacement approach. The FSDT predicts the constant transverse shear stress along the plate thickness and hence the zero-stress conditions on free surfaces cannot be satis ed. Also, and Patel [12] and Thai and Kim [13] . The analysis of laminated composite plates was done by Kim et al. [14] and the vibration and buckling analyses of plates were performed by Shimpi and Patel [15] and Kim et al. [16] , respectively. Levy-type solution for buckling analysis of orthotropic plates was studied by Thai and Kim [17] . Considering non-local e ects, the buckling behavior of isotropic nano-plates was studied by Narender [18] . Free vibration of nanoplates was performed by Malekzadeh and Shojaee [19] using di erential quadrature method for solution of the governing equations.
Previous researchers have adopted the twovariable plate theory and presented analytical solutions for some plate problems with speci c geometry, loading, and boundary conditions. In practice, it is too di cult to solve many engineering problems by common analytical methods. Using numerical approaches, the complicated problems could be simulated in an approximate manner. Bhat [20] obtained natural frequencies by employing a set of characteristic orthogonal polynomials in the Rayleigh-Ritz method. This method yields superior results for lower modes, particularly when plates have some of the edges free. Misra [21] implemented the multi-quadratic radial basis function for free vibration analysis of isotropic plate. This method gives relatively good results, but its implementation is not simple. Semnani et al. [22] applied two-dimensional di erential transfer method for investigating free vibration behavior of variable thickness plates with di erent boundary conditions. Liew et al. [23] adopted the rst-order shear deformation theory in the moving least squares di erential quadrature method for predicting the free vibration behavior of moderately thick symmetrically laminated composite plates.
One of the popular and interesting numerical techniques is nite element method. Finite element analysis became quick, precise, and popular by the advancements in computer sciences. Recently, a nite element formulation based on two-variable re ned plate theory was developed for bending analysis of thin and thick orthotropic plates [24] . In this study, a new Finite Element formulation based on two-variable Re ned Plate Theory (FE-RPT formulation) has been developed for free vibration analysis of thin and thick isotropic and orthotropic plates. A new 4-node rectangular plate element with six degrees of freedom at each node has been introduced. Besides accuracy of the developed formulation, it is very simple to implement in comparison to other shear deformation nite element methods. This formulation can be used for both thin and thick plates and is free from shear locking in contrast to rst-shear deformation nite element formulation. This formulation predicts parabolic transverse shear stresses across the plate thickness and satis es the zero-stress conditions on free surfaces. Accuracy and e ciency of the presented formulation have been proved by solving some benchmark problems in the literature.
2. Theory of problem 2.1. Two-variable re ned plate theory
The two-variable re ned plate theory is constructed based on the following assumptions:
1. The displacements (u in x-direction, v in ydirection, and w in z-direction) are small relative to the plate thickness. Thus, the strain-displacement relations can be expressed as follows:
" x = @u @x ; xy = @v @x + @u @y ; " y = @v @y ; yz = @w @y + @v @z ; " z = @w @z ; zx = @w @x + @u @z ;
where " x , " y , and " z are normal strains in x, y, and z directions and xy , yz , and zx are shear strains in z, x, and y planes, respectively. 2. The displacement eld (u in x-direction, v in ydirection, and w in z-direction) consists of bending and shear components:
w(x; y; t) = w b (x; y; t) + w s (x; y; t);
The bending components of in-plane displacement play the same roles as those of u and v in classical plate theory. Thus, we can write:
3. The stress normal to the middle plane, z , is small compared with other stress components and may be neglected in the stress-strain relations. Consequently, the stress-strain relations for an orthotropic plate can be written as: 
Substituting strains in constitutive Eqs. (4), the expressions for stresses can be obtained as the following equations: ; (15) where:
Q 11 
The kinetic energy and total potential energy of a rectangular plate (of length a, width b, and thickness h) can be written as Eqs. (18) 
where is mass density. By substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into (17) and taking the independent variations of w b and w s into account, the governing equations are obtained as Eqs. (20) and (21) 
As can be seen, the governing equations are given by two fourth-order di erential equations that are coupled for dynamic problems and uncoupled for static problems. Di erent possible boundary conditions were discussed in [12] .
Finite element formulation of free vibration
Based on two-variable re ned plate theory, the weakform equations for free vibration analysis are obtained by substituting kinetic and potential energies in function of displacements into Hamilton's principle, integrating them across the plate thickness, and then using the calculus of variation technique: 
If the e ect of shear deformation is ignored and just bending degrees of freedom are considered, the nite element formulation for classical plate theory will be obtained:
2.4. Linear rectangular element A 4-node rectangular plate element with bending and shear capabilities is utilized for discretization of problems domains. As shown in Figure 1 , each node has six degrees of freedom, including bending and shear components of transverse displacement and also their rst derivatives with respect to x and y:
DOFs : and a s i , the shape functions in terms of normalized coordinates can be de ned as follows [25] : 
Results and discussion
Two MATLAB codes, one based on Finite Element formulation of two-variable Re ned Plate Theory (shortly FE-RPT) and the other based on Finite Element formulation of Classical Plate Theory (shortly FE-CPT), are prepared for free vibration analysis of isotropic and orthotropic plates and afterwards, some benchmark problems are solved by these codes and the obtained results are compared with the existing analytical solutions of the common plate theories.
Isotropic plates
In this section, the free vibration of isotropic rectangular plates has been studied. Since the material property is independent of the coordinates, the material properties in Eq. (4) can be given as:
The Poisson ratio is assumed to be 0.3 and the normalized frequency is de ned as Eq. (34): Figure 2 shows the convergence study of two vibration modes for a simply supported square plate with h=a = 0:1. As seen in this gure, by increasing the number of elements, the results converge to the exact values. Convergence rate of lower vibration mode is faster than that of higher mode. In subsequent problems, 20 elements are considered at each plate edge to insure the convergence of results as shown in Figure 3 . Tables 1 and 2 the results of the present FE-RPT formulation and FE-CPT formulation are identical; but at higher modes, these formulations have some discrepancies, which means that though considering shear deformation e ect is important for thick plates, it has signi cant e ect on higher frequency modes of thin plates, too. Figure 4 illustrates the percentage error of both FE-CPT and FE-RPT formulations in estimation of natural frequencies of a simply supported square plate. The precision of FE-RPT formulation is higher than that of FE-CPT formulation and by increasing the vibration mode, FE-CPT formulation errors increase sharply, but the FE-RPT formulation errors remain nearly constant. It can be concluded that classical plate theory overpredicts all the vibration frequencies for thick plates and higher frequencies for thin plates, as discussed before. Figure 5 shows the e ect of side-to-thickness ratio on the fundamental natural frequency obtained by both FE-RPT and FE-CPT formulations. For thick plates, results of FE-CPT di er from those of FE-RPT and by decreasing the plate thickness, the results of FE-RPT coincide with those of FE-CPT, which shows that shear locking in the presented formulation does not occur. It can be concluded that though FE-RPT leads to good results for vibrating of both thin and thick plates in lower and higher modes, FE-CPT gives good results just for vibrating of thin plate in lower modes. Since in FE-RPT formulation, two sets of fourth-order di erential equations should be solved, the computational time is nearly twice that of FE-CPT formulation; but in comparison to other higher-order shear deformation theories, the FE-RPT formulation is simple and e cient. It must be noticed that CPT formulation cannot predict shear deformation e ects and is completely weak in simulation of thick plates and even in prediction of higher-mode natural frequencies of thin plates.
The natural frequencies for fully clamped square isotropic plate are obtained by FE-CPT and FE-RPT formulations and the results are compared with those of FSDT mesh free method [28] in Tables 3 and 4 for thin and thick plates, respectively. Again, in this case, for thick plates, results of FE-RPT formulation are more accurate than those of FE-CPT formulation. For thin plates, results of FE-CPT and FE-RPT formulations are close at lower modes and they diverge for higher frequencies.
The natural frequencies for square plate with two clamped opposite edges and two simply supported edges (SCSC) are computed by the present formulations and the results are compared with those of FSDT [26] in Tables 5 and 6 . For thin plate, results of FE-RPT and FE-CPT are in good agreement with those of FSDT. In comparison to FDT, FE-RPT formulation gives more accurate results than FE-CPT for thick plate. It should be noticed that the presented formulation is a higher-order shear deformation theory and the related results must di er from FSDT results.
Orthotropic Levy-type plates
In this section, an orthotropic square plate, which is simply supported on two opposite edges and has arbitrary boundary conditions along the other edges, is considered. For simplicity, a two-letter notation is used to describe the boundary conditions of the remaining edges as shown in Figure 6 . For example, SC shows that one edge is simply supported and the other is clamped.
Material properties of orthotropic plates are considered as follows: The normalized fundamental natural frequency for orthotropic plate is de ned as Eq. (36).
In Table 7 , the normalized natural frequencies for CC orthotropic plate with di erent side-to-thickness (a=h) and orthotropy (E 1 =E 2 ) ratios are compared with analytical RPT solution. For thick plate (a=h = 5), the presented FE-RPT formulation has good agreement with analytical RPT solution, but the FE-CPT formulation does not provide proper results. By increasing the side-to-thickness ratio, results of FE-CPT formulation converge to those of FE-RPT, as shown in Figure 7 . Also, it is observed that increasing orthotropy ratio causes the normalized natural frequency to increase. The normalized natural frequencies obtained by FE-RPT and FE-CPT formulations for orthotropic plates with SC, SS, FC, FS, and FF edges are compared with the analytical RPT solution in Tables 8-12 , respectively, and similar results to those in Table 7 are observed in these tables. The e ects of side-to-thickness ratio on normalized fundamental natural frequency of orthotropic plate with orthotropy ratios 10 and 50 have been studied in Figures 8 and 9 , respectively. By increasing the side-to-thickness ratio, the normalized frequencies increase rstly and then reach constant values. Figures 8 and 9 show that plates with sti er boundary conditions possess higher normalized frequencies than the plates with softer boundary conditions. In Figures 10 and 11 , the e ects of orthotropy ratio (E 1 =E 2 ) on normalized natural frequencies of thick (a=h = 5) and thin (a=h = 100) orthotropic plates are studied. By increasing the orthotropy ratio, the normalized frequencies increase and this ratio has more signi cant e ect on normalized frequencies for thinner plates. 
Conclusions
The nite element formulation for free vibration analysis of isotropic and orthotropic plates has been developed based on two-variable re ned plate theory. This theory, which can be used for both thin and thick plates, predicts parabolic variation of transverse shear stresses across the plate thickness, satis es the zero traction condition on the plate surfaces, and does not need the shear correction factor. After constructing weak-form equations using the Hamilton principle, a new 4-node rectangular plate element with six degrees of freedom at each node was introduced for discretization of the domains. The e ciency and accuracy of the presented formulation were proved by solving some benchmark isotropic and orthotropic plate problems. The comparison showed that besides simplicity of the presented formulation, the obtained results were in good agreement with exact values and analytical solutions available in the literatures. Because of considering shear deformation e ects, the present formulation gave proper results for all natural frequencies of both thin and thick plates. By decreasing side-to-thickness ratio, the obtained frequencies converged to CPT results, which showed that the present formulation was free from shear locking e ect. Also, the e ects of sideto-thickness ratio, material properties, and types of boundary conditions on the obtained results were investigated. 
